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Mock Eleclidlf^PaHies Show
Republicans Beat Democrats

Republican candidates’ names District congressional seat, re
included on the ballot from the ceived 280 votes and Democrats
mock election Friday received 850 Robert Kelleher and Gerald E.
votes 26 more than the total num Hudson received 78 and 33 votes
respectively.
ber of Democratic votes.
Eighty-nine per cent of the stu
The election, which covered
state issues and state political dents voting favored a lower
drinking
age in Montana. Of those
races, was sponsored by ASUM
and organized by Sheena Wilson, 390 students, 60 per cent indi
cated
it
should
be lowered to age
Elections Committee chairman.
Miss Wilson said 443 students par 18, 30 per cent favored an age 19
drinking
age
and
10 per cent fa
ticipated in the election. The only
voting requirement was a student vored age 20.
A little more than 71 per cent
identification card.
Republicans Ted James and Tim of the voters thought that the
Babcock led the gubernatorial con Montana voting age should be low
test followed by Democrats -For ered. Over half of those indicated
rest Anderson and Eugene Ma age 18 as preferable.
Only 40 per cent of the voters
honey. James received 140 votes, said
they would support sales tax
Babcock, 93; Forrest Anderson, 84; legislation,
hofcever, 85 per cent
Eugene Mahoney, 50; Leroy An
said
they would support legisla
derson, Democrat, 35; Willard tion increasing
legislative ses
Fraser, Democrat, 20; J. W. Fau- sion from sixty the
to eighty days.
ver, Republican, 7; Hanford K.
Miss Wilson said there will be a
Gallup, 6, and Warren McMillan, similar
mock election next falL
Republican, received 2 votes.
Democrats led the race for lieu
tenant governor with Edward T.
Dussault, Democrat, receiving 86
votes; Thomas Judge, Democrat,
76 votes; and Fred Barrett, 58
votes.
Republicans Gary Maabut and
Marian Erdmann trailed with 42
and 41 votes respectively. Follow
The Rev. George Ferguson, in
ing with 29 votes or less were structor of religion, has announced
POTTERY, FABRIC WALL HANGINGS AND
ing towards their masters degree in fine arts. The Mike Kuchera, Democrat, Thomas his resignation from the affiliated
CHARCOAL drawings are shown in this picture as
display will be shown until Friday in the lobby of Selstate, Republican, W. E. Has School of Religion. Father Fer
part 6f a pre-candidacy art show by Linda McDon
kell, Republican, Gary Garrett,
the Fine Arts building. (Staff photo by Art Lindresignation will be effec
ald. The art show is required of all students work
strom)
Republican, Perry Svingen, Demo guson’s
at the end of the 1968 Sum
crat, and John Hamner, Democrat. tive
mer
Session.
Arnold Olsen, Democrat, re
Father Ferguson said he wanted
ceived 133 votes for the Western
District congressional seat, Harriet to devote more time as pastor of
the
Christ the King Church.
Miller, Democrat, polled 128 votes;
Dick Smiley, Republican, 122
Pastor Linwood Fredericksen,
votes, and Wayne • Montgomery, director and associate professor of
Republican, 51 votes.
the School of Religion, said he is
James Battin, the only Repub regretful that Father Ferguson was
lican
candidate
for
the
Eastern
leaving the school because he is
More than $40,000 in scholar Class Prize of $20; city and college award of $200 to students in music
both an excellent professor and
ships and prizes will be awarded panhellenic cup awards to the so education; U.S. Air Force finan
extremely well-known and ad
to about 100 students at the annual rority with the highest scholastic cial assistance grant to four stu
mired at the University.”
Awards convocation Friday.
standards; John Crowder Memo dents in Air Force ROTC and Lt.
Mr. Fredericksen said the reli
Robert Coonrod, dean of the col rial scholarship of $100 to an out Gen. Frank W. Milburn Memorial
gion school, currently understaffed,
lege of arts and sciences, will pre standing pianist; Delta Delta Delta award of $200 to a ROTC student
will
be even more understaffed
sent the awards at the convocation national and local scholarships of who is also a letterman in ath
next year because there are no
which will be in the University $1,000 and $200; Kappa Alpha letics.
funds to hire any new professors.
Classes will be shortened Friday
Theater from 9::30 to 10:30 ajn.
Theta awards of $50 to an out
He said Pastor Toshimi TatsuyaAwards are given by honoraries, standing junior woman in Speech morning for the Awards Convoca
Courses in Negro history and ma, associate professor of religion,
persons or groups closely associ pathology; Alpha Delta Kappa tion. They will be according to the
culture
to
be
offered
next
fall
will
has been hired as a full-time pro
ated with the University and per Kathryn Jones book award of $50 following schedule:
be for three credits and no pre fessor for next year rather than
sons outside the University, ac to a junior woman in education;
8 a.m. classes ___ 8:10-8:45
requisites
will
be
needed
to
take
just part-time.
cording to Mrs. Emma Lommasson, Alpha Delta Kappa book award of
9 a.m. classes ___ 8:55-9:30
them, Robert Coonrod, dean of the
assistant registrar.
$75 to a junior woman in educa
Convocation____9:30-10:30
college
of
arts
and
sciences,
said
Mr. Coonrod will announce that tion and Faculty women’s scholas
10 a.m. classes
10:45-11:15
yesterday.
more than 100 students in July tic achievement award to the Uni
11 ajtn. classes____11:25-12
Mr. Coonrod, who has been
will receive University honor versity living group with the high
Afternoon
classes
will
meet
as
planning the courses with the Rev.
scholarships of $180. Other schol est scholastic average.
regularly scheduled.
Ulysses Doss, a recently-hired
arships and awards to be presented
A DeLoss Smith Memorial schol
Negro faculty member, said the
follow:
arship of $100 to an outstanding
courses will probably be offered
A Mortar Board award to fresh vocal performer; Dale and Roberta
under General 351, studies in Hu
The Montana Repertory The
man women with the highest grade Frank scholarship of $100 to a mu
manities. No exact title has been ater will present five plays play
point; Alpha Lambda Delta award sic student; Samuel and Nelly Sin
determined
for
the
courses
yet,
he
ing
nightly in rotation from June
for graduating senior women with clair Maclay award; B. E. Thomas
said.
21 through August 18, according
3.5 grade point averages; Phi Memorial award to an outstanding
More
than
one
section
will
be
to
Lester
Hankinson, drama grad
Kappa Phi awards for outstand Spanish major; Faculty Women’s
offered in the courses to all stu uate student.
ing sophomore and outstanding club award of $200; Gordon S. and
dents.
The
plays
to be performed are,
scholar; Phi Sigma, national bio Anna D. Watkins scholarship of
Pres. Robert Pantzer will make
will be as many sections “The Odd Couple,” by Neil Si
logical society, award to a gradu $250 to seven juniors in biological his decision this summer, based on of “There
the
courses
as
demand
indi
ate and undergraduate in biologi science, English, history and politi the no hours poll, whether women’s cates,” he said. Mr. Doss will teach mon, “Luv,” by Murray Schisgal,
“The Unsinkable Molly Brown,”
cal sciences; Pi Mu Epsilon, na cal science; Naomi R. Lory award living groups will be on no hours.
the courses.
by Meredith Willson, “A Delicate
tional mathematics h o n o r a r y , of $50 to a home economics major;
The poll, taken two weeks ago,
Although
Mr.
Doss
has
not
de
award for two students with the PJS.O., women’s service organiza has not been completely tabulated. termined the exact content of the Balance,” by Edward Albee and
high grade point in Physics and tion, award of $150; and Eloise Because there is a separate total courses, Mr. Coonrod said, black “Lysistrata,” by Aristophanes.
He said they will be performed
mathematics; and Sigma Gamma Knowles award to an outstanding for each women’s living group and culture will be emphasized. Stu
at 8:30 p.m. in the Univer
Epsilon, national earth sciences senior woman.
each class, the questionnaire has dents will be able to take a maxi nightly
Theater on a remodeled thrust
honorary, award for an outstand
A Montana Education Associa been difficult and slow to tabu mum of nine credits in the courses. sity
stage
designed
by Richard H.
ing graduating senior in earth tion award of $100 to three juniors late.
Mr. Doss, along with the faculty
Jr., technical director and
sciences.
in education; George Sayer Me
Pres. Pantzer and James A. in social sciences, also will decide James
designer.
A The Grizzly award for an out morial award to $150 to an edu Brown, director of residence halls,
text will be used.
Season tickets can be purchased
standing athlete with a high grade cation student; Donald Gute Me are considering a card key system what
A non-credit course in Negro at the University Theater Box Of
point; Chemistry alumni-faculty morial award of $200; U.S. Army for next years no hours dorms. history
and
culture,
open
to
the
fice
until July 15 for $10. General
award of $50 for a chemistry sen ROTC Military history award to a Also under consideration are the public, may also be offered in admission
will cost $2.50 and stu
ior; Duniway . award for several sophomore in Army ROTC.
key system, night assistants as the evenings, Mr. Coonrod said.
dent
tickets will cost $1.50.
students in different departments;
A French government b o o k night watchmen.
Charles W. Waters Memorial award to outstanding students in
The card key system is the same
award for an outstanding senior French; Montana Congress of Par admittance system used by the
or graduate in Botany; Rosslene A. ents and Teachers award of $125 Elk’s and other fraternal lodges. Around the World, Nation
and Donald M. Hetler Memorial to a junior in education; Musician’s The card substitutes for a key and
award of $50 to a chemistry stu Protective Union award of $100 to uses a special lock. An important
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
dent; Geology Faculty award to a Missoula music student; Missoula asset of this system is that the
an undergraduate geology student; County Extension Homemakers card can not be duplicated.
Teel memorial scholarship of $100 Council award of $200 to an out
to a junior or senior in music edu standing home economics junior
WASHINGTON—The Supreme Justice Earl Warren, rejected a
cation; N. J. Lennes, professor and Flathead County Extension
Court approved Monday the jail free-speech attack on the 1965
emeritus of mathematics, award of Homemakers Council award of
ing
of Vietnam war protesters who
$50 and $100 to three mathematics $200 to an outstanding student
Partly cloudy skies with scat
federal law that made destruction*
their draft cards.
students; James Warren Gebhart from Flathead County.
tered showers late today are fore burn
The
7-1 ruling, given by Chief of draft cards a crime.
award to students in science eduA Alumni Association awards, cast by the U.S. Weather Bureau.
action; Edgar T. Book award to a which pay full fees for three years The forecast will change to mostly
psychology student: David B. to four freshmen who had Worthy cloudy skies and occasional rain
Smith memorial of $50 to a psy scholarships; Elks award of $125 showers by tomorrow.
chology student and Walter R. to three students; Estwing Manu
The high temperature today will
Ames Memorial award of $100 to facturing Company award to an be 75 dropping to a low of 40 to
WASHINGTON—The Navy re described as “very, very bad.”
a graduate student in education.
outstanding geology student; Jane night. The chance of rain is 10 ported the $40 million nuclear
The submarine was returning
A U.S. Army ROTC scholar Buttrey Memorial award of $500 per cent today increasing to 40 submarine USS Scorpion overdue from what was described as ex
ships of $4,000 to seven sophomore to four students in humanities or per cent this evening and 60 per in the Atlantic Monday night with tended training operations in the
students in Army ROTC; 1904 social sciences; Presser Foundation cent tomorrow.
99 men aboard. The weather was Mediterranean.

Father Ferguson
Resigns Position
In Religion School

$ 4 0 ,0 0 0 in S ch o la rsh ip s a n d A w a r d s
W ill B e P re se n te d to 1 0 0 U S tu d en ts

No Prerequisites
Will Be Needed
For Negro Class

Group Names
Summer Plays

Pantzer to Decide
On Hours Policy
During Summer

Judiciary Says Jail Card-Burners

Partly Cloudy

USS Scorpion Submarine Overdue

On Sin Tax and Shady Ladies
All of the defenders of “love, home, flag,
and duty” in Helena can rest easy tonight.
There’s no prostitution problem there, accord
ing to Police Chief Jack Williams and Sheriff
Dave Middlemas.
More correctly, they should have said,
“Problem, no—prostitution, yes.” Both offi
cers are to be lauded for their carefully
thought out, but completely misleading state
ment, which has allowed all the “bluenoses”
in Helena to busy themselves looking for
other transgressions such as narcotics viola
tions.
In an article which appeared in the Helena
Independent Record May 24, Mr. Williams is
quoted as saying, “We do not have a prosti
tution problem in Helena that I am aware of,
and there certainly isn’t anything such as
they’re talking about in Butte.”
Indeed, there is no such problem as Butte
appears to have, but there is a little estabment up on South Main (Last Chance Gulch)
which has been doing a thriving business for
at least the last 20 years. It is hard to believe
that Mr. Williams is “not aware of” this place.
Only one year ago, the talk of the town was
about the local madam’s plans to buy a large
ranch about 10 miles west of Helena to ex
pand her operations.
Sheriff Middlemas’ statement is even more
misleading. In the same article, he is quoted
as saying, “There is no place for a house of
prostitution in modem society. If I knew of
any brothels that were operating in the
county, I would close them if I could.” The
sheriff goes on to state that he thinks it is
“tough” to close up a house even with the
proper evidence. He seems to almost admit
there is prostitution in Helena, but he can’t
do anything about it.
Prostitution exists in nearly all of the
larger cities of Montana, and in most cities,
it is ignored in a manner similar to that used
by the authorities in Helena. Livingston was
the proud possessor of three houses until re
cently. Now MSU students and Bozeman
residents have only two to choose from, since
one house has closed because there was not
enough business for three.
Prostitution is as native to Butte as the

Irish and ACM. The current controversy
stems not so much from the fact that there
are prostitutes in Butte, but from the fact that
it is so highly organized that the rake-off
doesn't leave decent wages for the girls, and
supposedly goes into the hands of organized
crime.
One entire floor of one of the best-known
hotels in Great Falls is devoted to prostitution
according to students from that area.
Missoula Police Chief Joe Hood told a UM
politicial science class last quarter that he
closed down all three houses in Missoula
when he became police chief, but some Mis
soula residents claim that prostitutes fre
quent two of the hotels in Missoula.
It’s apparent then, that a more realistic,
approach is needed to the problem. Police do
not try to shut down the houses, either they
are paid not to, because the law obviously
does not (cannot?) prevent prostitution, or
because the police do not know about its
existence.
The last reason is hard to believe. The
proper name of the house in Helena is known
even by junior high school students.
Since the houses are not going to be shut
down, and are going to spend money on pro
tection, why not legalize prostitution? Mon
tana needs more tax revenue, and the houses
can well afford to pay the state the equiva
lent of “protection money.” Police would no
longer have to tell embarrassing lies, and the
additional revenue could be used to increase
their salaries honestly.
The state could regulate the houses to pre
vent the spread of venereal disease. The mini
mum wage law would save the girls in Butte
from poverty. State regulation also would
allow an income tax revenue to be collected,
which would be no small sum, considering
the number of houses in Montana.
State regulation would prevent organized
crime from taking its cut, and the brothels
of Butte would no longer be a “crime-breed
ing volcano.” Then Dr. John S. Anderson,
executive officer of the State Boardof Health,
who is so worried about the conditions in
Butte, could sleep nights.
Ken Robertson

Men Get the Dirty End
At this point all signs indicate there will be no men in Aber
Hall next year.
Furthermore, the unfair sex also will be excluded from
Jesse Hall and all other decent dorms, save Miller.
The real reason men are receiving a ceremonial screwing
is obfuscated, but Dormitory Council, made up of such pro
gressives as the Deans Clow and Cogswell, is meeting today to
hoke up a few phony excuses.
The reasons voiced so far for discriminating against the
men have been that men do more damage to new dorms, and
women can be fed more cheaply in the University Center.
In the real world unknown to Dorm Council, maintenance
personnel agree that men are no rougher on dorms than
women. Also, men residing in any dormitory must be fed
somewhere, and why it should cost more to feed them in the
U Center than elsewhere is mysterious. If for some reason it *
is indeed inconvenient to feed men in the U Center, why not
put men in Jesse?
The one clear thing in all this is that the UM will lose its
shirt if men are relegated to the wretched old pits known as
Turner and Brantly. Women students are captives, but men
would rather live in the basement apartment of an outhouse
than in Brantly, and will exodus off campus if assigned tum
bledown barracks.
To put it in terms you can understand, Dorm Council, you
are going to lose money money money if you give women
all the presentable dorms.
Dan Vichorek
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Lincoln H ills R iding A c a d e m y
• Apaloosa Horses

AP Bureau Rebukes Kaimin for Editorial
In making events fit a precon
ceived viewpoint, an editorial
writer still must stick to the facts
if he is going to be at all effective
in getting his viewpoint across.
R. WICK TEMPLE
AP Bureau Chief, Helena

To the Kaimin:
Your Tuesday editorial about
the AP story on D. A. Osguthorpe’s
talk was based on erroneous in
formation.
You quoted Osguthorpe as say
ing the Army admitted responsi
bility for the death of the sheep
and was paying $1.2 million dam
ages to the owners.
We contacted Osguthorpe in Salt
Lake City. He denied having said
that. He claims he said a claim
had been filed against the Army
for $1.2 million but that the Army
has not agreed to pay it.
He also claims he said at Mis
soula that the Army admits nerve
gas is at least part of the cause
in the sheep deaths, but that it is
checking further on possible other
causes. We reported this three
weeks ago in a story out of Salt
Lake City, and have repeated Jt in
stories out of Washington.
I’m sure you realize there .is a
difference in a claim having been
filed and the Army having agreed
to pay the claim. Also, the news
in the speech was about chemical
warfare, especially since we al
ready had reported the Army’s
partial admission in the case.

Policy on Letters
to the Editor
Letters generally should he no
longer than 400 words, preferably
typed and triple spaced, with the
writer's full name, major and class,
address and phone number listed.
They should be brought or mailed
to the Montana Kaimin office in
Room 206 of the Journalism Build
ing by 2 p.m. the day before publi
cation. The editor reserves the
right to edit or reject any letter.
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TEED WILLOWS
GARDNER, Mass. (AP) — The
annual pussy willow contest has
ended in a tie. Judges couldn’t de
cide between pussy willows sub
mitted by Laura Robichaud, 4, and
John E. Gauvin, 7, so they de
cided to divide the prize — a $5
gift certificate — equally between
them.
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New Look Garret Is Available After Hectic History
Review By
MARSHALL GADDIS
So the new Garret’s here at last.
And none too soon, the last week

of school. From what I’m told it’s
lucky to be here at all. The editor
quit at mid-year and the Missoulian printer refused to print one of

Rorvik Writes to Clarify His Comments
To the Kaimin:
Rorvik, putative all-purpose crit
ic, feels compelled to make these
further “perceptive observations,”
clarifications, etc. with regard to
the suitably flattering article by
the lovely and talented Miss Louise
Fenner, Kaimin, May 15:
I was disturbed by the article’s
sock-it-to-em headline and lead,
both of which were pregnant with
promise of a definitive explanation
of What’s Happening at Columbia.
The promise obviously was not ful
filled, and I’m afraid it was Yoursfor-Planned-Non-Parenthood who
came off looking like the callous
abortionist (an honorable enough
trade in its own place), whereas it
was my intention, characteristic
ally, to offer only a few modest
remarks concerning the subject in
question.
Miss Fenner was forced to “do”
me within the harrowing confines
of a half hour. And I think what
Miss Fenner and I both discovered
was that nothing comes easy these
days.
Take the matter of academic de
cline, for instance. I wouldn’t want
anyone to think this is entirely
due to the “exodus” of quality pro-,
fessors. There are other, more
fundamental causes for the decline:
failure to rid the system of a clot
of retirement-oriented faculty fats,'
failure to attract and keep wellqualified, imaginative administra
tors and an apparent inability to
recruit more out-of-state students
are three of these. Others, contrib
uting to the decay of higher educa
tion throughout Montana, include
failure to gut the State Board of
Regents of inept has-beens and po
litical hacks, and escalation of
jerk-off education at Billings, Dil
lon and Havre and persistent fail
ure to elect a governor who is
something more than a brainless
yes-man for The Company (this
year’s prospect is for more of the
same, whether it turns out to be
Tim Babcock or Forrest Ander
son). That UM can still claim to be
the best unit in the State is cause
for little comfort.
On an entirely different point,
concerning s o me out-of-phase
prose (for which I will take most
of the blame), I’d like to offer this
clarification: I believe I spoke of
of the “Haves and the Have-Nots”
rather than the “has and the hasnots,” being in an uncomfortable
juxtaposition, where the Negro
residents of Harlem are obliged to
look up the hill over Momingside
Park at the ever-expanding citadel
that is Columbia University. To the
poor (some white, but mostly
black) being pushed ever deeper
into Harlem, Columbia has be
come a symbol of gouging White
Power and “urban imperialism.”
Finally, I was a bit dismayed to
see my damning remarks on the
recent Masquer productions pub
lished without some supporting
commentary. I did grant Miss Fen-

A q u a rte r o f a
b illio n dollars
already invested
-millions more
every year to care
for Montana’s needs

ner permission to use my remarks
but also offered some capsule criti
cisms—which might have gone
something like this: The first of
the plays (all memorable for the
wrong reasons), “Rules for Making
Your Own Universe,” suffered aw
fully from the Heavy Hand. The
obtrusiveness of the madman called
“Man” (who, of course, was not
so mad at all, just as the whore,
in this genre, inevitably has a
heart of gold), telling us over and
over (once would have been un
mercifully often) to have a heart
or some such nonsense when we
make our own universe and, oh, by
the way, to be sure and take more
than seven days at it, was more, I
should think, than even the randi
est sophomore could stand.
In the second work, having to
do with black-eyed peas (or
should have), a cadre of robust
young things made a seedy son-etlumiere pageant of the Nigrah
Question and end up where they
started — with dirty faces. In the
incredibly bad third play, “Chil
dren of Clay” (my candidate for
worst play since “Indira Ghandi’s
Strange Device” which, it must be
said, at least had the gentle grace
of hard-core obscenity, whereas
“Children” would muster up only
a sickly “shit” or two), the audi
ence was subjected to a barfy
soap opera about What Isn’t Hap
pening. Only the church organs to
pump up the adrenalin and the
new vaginal-deodorant ads were
missing. The final offering had its
engaging moments, but all too
soon mired down without anything
new to say about its theme—man’s
ironical dysfunction in a complex,
mechanized world of his own mak
ing.
This discourse is not meant as a
criticism of Miss Fenner, who did
the best possible in the time avail
able. Moreover (figure the transi
tion for yourself), I’d like, very
loudly, to congratulate the present
staff, and particularly Editor Vichorek, for bringing new vitality,
courage and imagination to the
Montana Kaimin. I can think of
no one contributing more to the
integrity of the campus than Mr.
Vichorek.
Cheers,
DAVID M. RORVIK
New York City
It’s worth your
time to stop . • .

THISTLE DEW
ANTIQUES
Lewis & Clark Highway
U. 8. 12
ROT AND STELLA
VAN OSTRAND
273-6766
Six Miles West of Lolo

the stories. The whole publication
process begun last summer had to
be started all over again in Janu
ary with a new editor and new
printer. Nobody expected much.
What a surprise! A really new
Garret!
For one thing, it’s got a new
shape, six by nine like a real book,
will fit on your book shelf and not
in your magazine rack. And it’s
bound, not stapled, costs fifty
cents so that you have to really
want it to get it. And they’ve only
a thousand copies printed, first
come, first served, going to try to
make it pay, or at least not be such
a financial bust. But here’s the
best part. It’s full, packed, over a
hundred pages of stories and
poems, infinite riches in a little
room.
Naturally I tried to find the
story the Missoulian printer had
objected to. True, the Kaimin arti
cle had told me that its author had
had it withdrawn. I don’t believe
that. It’s there. Has to be. But
which one? Is it Dennis Dunlap’s
tale of the Hebog man, a Faulkerian mental defective who burns
down his barn while messing with
his mare? No. The prose is too
difficult. A printer would never
have read it all the way through.
Then maybe it’s Brian Bedard’s
piece about a small but successful
Indian uprising, or Anthony Cro-

nin’s shocking revelation about the
ever-naughty Oscar Wilde. (Mr.
Cronin, a distinguished visiting
lecturer from Ireland, is the only
old pro in the book.) Or maybe it’s
Jerry Waggoner on the sexual life
of a lifer, or Dennice Scanlon’s
college cutey who has one rah-rah
night too many. Or maybe it’s
Dennis Gordon’s Nada, or Horst
Fenke’s Efflorescence of Eve, or
Loujen Kuiva’s A Basket on Her
Head, each one all about love on
a deserted beach.
Be that as it may we’ll probably
only find out for certain if and
when the Missoulian Man gets his
injunction. Then what, about the
rest of the book? Well there’s
plenty of poetry, all the good
young Montana poets who are pub
lishing all over the country; Jim
Welch, John Holbrook, Pat Todd,
Rick DeMarinis, Ed Lahey, Herb
Gottfried. And plenty of good un
published people too; Bemie Kra
mer, Laurie Kulp, Susan Roberts,
Laurie Hebert to name only a few.
The photographs are by John
Barsness, a good job although I
must say the Old Garret format
was better suited for photos. But
then, that’s what was wrong with
it. So congratulations to every

f
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Criticism Hits AP
To the Kaimin:
Thank you for giving me the
opportunity to comment on the
letter of Mr. Wick Temple, Chief
of Bureau, Associated Press, Hel
ena, with respect to Dr. Osguthorpe’s statements about the $1.2
million claims against the Army
for the Utah sheep deaths. I refer
you to the UM Information Serv
ices press release of May 20, 1968
by Dennis Sale. This release states
“Dr. Osguthorpe said, The Army
has agreed to reimburse the sheep
owners for loss of their animals
and injuries suffered to their
range.’ He said the ranchers have
tendered damage claims totaling
$1.2 million to the Army.”
It is true that the AP has carried
stories stating that Army nerve
“gas” has officially been shown to
be the agent that caused the deaths
of the Utah sheep. Obviously, other
factors are involved as they are in
any death, and Dr. Osguthorpe
mentioned one possible contribut
ing factor, namely heptaclor.
I agree with your general assess
ment of the AP as an “orthodox”
American press agency. The cur
rent orthodox view is to push CBW
in Vietnam and CBW research in
the USA as “humane” and to play
down unpleasantries associated
with CBW. If this is not so, why
did the AP institute a complete
blackout on a recent account of
civilian deaths from gas in Viet
nam? This was printed in the
Washington Star and carried
throughout Canada by the AP’s
counterpart there, the Canadian
Press.
E. W. PFEIFFER
Professor of Zoology

body connected with this Garret,
the Montana Writer’s Workshop
for giving so many people a chance
to write, the pub board for pro
viding the money, and again to
Susan Whitney and her staff for
stepping in and doing such a great
job.
My advice for the next issue:
sell it for a dollar.
gwctetetetctec^icmwcicwcmicicifin
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Tom Judge has always
supported legislation for
the University of Mon
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EVERY NIGHT
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Every Night
9:30 to 10:30
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W e b er S ta te D o m in a te s
B ig S k y A ll-S ta r T ea m
Weber’s Wildcats, Big Sky con Billy Satterfield, Idaho State; 3B
ference champions, dominated the —Paz Rocha, Gonzaga; SS—Roger
all-star baseball team released by Reid, Weber; OF — Phil Reser,
Idaho; Clair Wadman, Weber and
Jack Friel last week.
Four members of the. Weber Craig Gladwell, Weber; C — Jack
team, which will play Brigham Elmore, Montana State, and P —
Young University for a berth in Robbie Lee, Weber; Bill Ingram,
the NCAA championships, made Idaho State and Skip Ivie, Idaho.
Wadman is the only repeater
the first team and two more mem
bers made the second team of the from last year’s first team. Rocha
and
Reid moved up to the first
all-conference team selected by
team after making the second
the coaches.
No Grizzly players made the team last season.
Members of the second team
first team, but two made the sec
ond squad. Dewey Allen, a senior are: IB — Chester Dickey, Ida
from Kalispell, was picked as sec ho State; 2B — Allen; 3B — Steve
ond baseman for the team. Brian Gardner, Weber; SS — Gary NitCloutier, a member of the first ta, Idaho; OF — Ray Meibos, We
team last season, was named ber; Dick Clute, Idaho State and
catcher on the second squad this Lonnie Rogers, Idaho State; C —
Cloutier and P—A1 LaPone, Mon
year.
Members of the first team are: tana State; Lonnie Morales, Idaho
IB — Gary Guise, Gonzaga; 2B— State and Jack Regan, Gonzaga.

Big Sky Statistics
CONFERENCE GAMES
School
W
♦Weber __________________________________ :----- 7
Idaho State ______________
8
Idaho ........... ............. .................. . ■ ■ ....... 6
Gonzaga ______________________________________ 6
Montana --------------------------------------------------------- 5
•Montana S ta t e __________________________________2
•2 games rained out.

☆

☆

4

.687
.500
.500
.417
.200

6
7
8

AB

H
93
68

299

☆

R
54
57
37

Ave.
.288
.276
.269

44

JE21

☆

Batting Leaders

Name

AB

H

Ave.
.417
.417

33

Dick Clute (ISU)

☆

☆

.333

11

☆

der* (Minimum 20 Innings)
H
ER
IP
SO
14
2
33
29
5
27
IS
19
18
33
«
31
28
31
9
21
24
24
8
14
27
27
9
19

Name a
Skip Ivie (I) -----------Bill Ingram (ISU) ___
Jerry Sepich (M) ___
Bob Lee (W) ________
Tony Smith (W) ____
Lennle Morales (ISU)

ERA
.62
1.67
1.74
2.89
2.90
3.00

W
3
2
3
3
2
2

L
1
2
2
1
1
2

LAGNAF Takes Softball T itle
Gary Notti rapped an infield grabbed a two run lead in the
single to send Miles Maughan third inning but LAGNAF came
across the plate with the winning back in its half of the inning to
run in the bottom of the 10th inn
ing Friday and allow LAGNAF score one. The score was tied at
to defeat Sigma Phi Epsilon 6-5 the end of four innings as SPE
for the intramural softball cham pushed across one run in its half
and LAGNAF tallied two.
pionship.
At. the end of the regulation six
Maughan walked and stole sec
ond after two were gone. Notti’s innings the score remained 3-3,
game winning rap came as a result and the' game went into extra
of the Sig Ep attempt to throw innings. Neither team was able to
Notti out but he beat the throw score until the ninth inning when
which allowed Maughan to score. Sigma Phi Epsilon scored two runs.
An estimated crowd of 500 peo However LAGNAF came back to
ple saw the two teams ex tie the score at 5-5 and hung on
change leads. Sigma Phi Epsilon to win in the 10th.
^KwxwwwwtwwiMiciwwMwiMWMicwMwciwwMwewMWB
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After the U.S. Olympic swim
ming team is selected at trials
Aug. 29-Sept. 2 at Long Beach,
Calif., members will come here for
a month of practice before going
to Mexico City.
“This thin air training will be
especially helpful to d i s t a n c e
swimmers,” said Burton. “I don’t
think high elevations will affect
sprint swimmers nearly as much
as the distance competitors.”
WES STRANAHAN’S

Missoula
Typewriter Co.
531 So. Higgins
ELECTRIC SHAVERS
TYPEWRITERS-ADDERS
REPAIRING
VERIFAX COPIERS

GRADUATION GIFTS
and

253

☆

—
2
2
3
5

AIR FORCE ACADEMY, Colo. having a pile of bricks fall on
(AP) — What can a champion sea you,” the 20-year-old junior from
level swimmer expect if he com Sacramento, Calif., said.
petes at the 7,347-foot elevation
Also, he said, “It takes longer
of Mexico City in the 1968 Olym to recover after an event. And, of
course, since there is less oxygen
pic Games?
Mike Burton of UCLA, the getting to the muscles, I just can't
NCAA title holder in 1,650-yard swim as fast.”
He said though, that he feels aft
freestyle, and a strong Olympic
contender, came to the Air Force er four weeks of workouts his
times
will be close to the low al
Academy—with its 7,250-foot ele
vation — to spend four weeks titude clockings.
looking for the answer.
“I just can’t swim as fast,” he
concluded after a week of four
SWEETHEARTS
hours of daily practices in the aca
demy pool.
“During the first few days, my
ENJOY THEIR
times were really off, as much as
|40 seconds,” said Burton, who
SUNDAES AT
broke his own NCAA record in the
1,650-yard event with a time of
15:59.4 in the university division
H A N S E N 'S
championships.
“But it wasn’t as bad as I ex
ICE C R E A M
pected and since then my perform
ances have been getting better.”
519 S. Higgins
The roughest part of condition
ing for high altitude competition
comes on about the third day of
workouts, he said. “The first two
days don’t bother a person too
much, but on the third it’s like

☆

Team Batting
G

School

L
3

High Elevation Slows Down
NCAA Swimming Champ

M

and that means
a gift from

SN Captures
Sports Trophy
Sigma Nu won the All-Intra
mural Sports Trophy edging sec
ond place LAGNAF in a race that
went down to the wire. Although
the final tabulations were not
available, LAGNAF, Sigma Nu and
last year’s winner, Phi Delta The
ta, which took third, were all close
before the softball tournament.
Sigma Chi took fourth and was
followed by Sigma Phi Epsilon and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Army ROTC
and the R. A.'s were seventh and
eighth. The Bullwhips and Theta
Chi rounded out the top ten.

Bruin Judo Club
Wins Own Meet
Bruce Amsten, Bob Bragg and
Bob Ouchi each won their weight
division to lead the UM Judo Club
to first place in its own invitational
meet at the Men’s Gym Saturday.
Montana had 9% points.
Amsten took first in the 177 to
205-pound division while Bob
Bragg won the 140 to 154-pound
division. Ouchi was the 139 and
under-pound champion.
It was Bragg’s third straight win
as he captured championships in
his class in earlier meets at Bil
lings and Great Falls. Earlier this
year he took eighth at the National
Collegiate Championships at Fort
Collins, Colo.
Richard Watkins of UM placed
second in the 139 and under-pound
division.
Grand championship winner was
Dan Bean of Lakeside.
Twenty-five contestants com
peted in the meet.

for PIPE SMOKING FELLOWS
and CANDY LOVING GALS
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COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY!

BRAKE & FRONT END SERVICE
H e re 's w h a t w e do,

Peterson Drug
Roger and Gallet Blue Comation
Dorothy Gray Love Song
Prince Matchabelli Wind Song
Eaton’s Fine Stationery
New Styles in Shoe Totes
Trina Travel Accessories
Timex Watches for Men and Women
British Sterling
Jade East
Black Watch
—
It’s Cricket
Brarura
—
Yard ley
Dopp Kits
—
Billfolds

Year-End Remembrances

1. Align front end
2. Balance front wheels
3. Adjust brakes
4. Repack front wheel bearings
pA J"
FO R

Qfjiy

FREE
Safety Inspection

M OST
A M ER IC A N
CARS

* 6 Parts
9 5extra if needed

O ur s kille d , mechanics check your b ra ke s;;
' / / w heels, tire s , fan b e lt, m u ffle r, ta ilp ip e .
shock absorbers, b a tte ry and c a b 'le s -'./j/M ', .

PETERSON DRUG CO.
232 N. Higgins
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Joe Medwick Blames Hitters
For Killing BasebalVs Offense

By CHARLIE BAROUH
Associated Press Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP)—It's a shame,
people say, how the pitchers have
taken over the game and killed
offense in baseball. But Joe
(Ducky) Medwick thinks the hit
ters have only themselves to blame.
Montana’s already-strong track team got a boost last week
And Medwick can talk. First,
end when Bill Zins and Bill Nebel, a pair of outstanding run because he has the hitting cre
dential to back himself up. Sec
ners from Great Falls, said they will attend UM this fall.
ondly, because the St. Louis Car
Both athletes have brothers on the UM track squad.
dinals pay him to talk to their
Zins has dominated the 100, 220 and 440-yard dashes in Mon minor league farmhands about the
tana high school meets this spring. He won all three events fine and fading art of hitting.
“They say you can't make a
at the state championship. Perhaps his best performance, how hitter,” the one-time Most Valu
ever, came at the Meet of Champions in Great Falls Saturday. able Player said, “But I disagree.
Zins, of course, won his three specialties. But his time in the If you take a guy that has the
and wants to be great, and
440 is what has track buffs talking. He covered the quarter- desire
if he has some tools, it'll come
mile in 48.7 seconds.
out.”
Medwick, 56, is the Cardinals’
UM track coach Harley Lewis reported that the time ties
league batting instructor
Zins with a Washington runner for the best 440 in the North minor
and he says if there’s anything he
west recorded by a high school runner this year.
wants to get across to his pupils
Zins has the best 220 in the Northwest. Earlier this year, he it’s the level swing.
recorded a time of 21.6.
His best time in the 100 is 9.8. Some observers feel the 100
may be Zins’ best event. As one fan who saw the meet said,
“He gets off to a slow start and is behind for the first 40 yards.
Then he shifts gears and beats everyone.”
Kalispell won the Montana
Nebel is a top prospect too. He also runs the 440 but his Women’s AAU Track and Field
Championships
with 177 points to
specialty is the hurdles. He won the low hurdles at the state
outdistance the combined team of
meet at Billings and placed second in the highs.
University women and Missoula
Nebel could provide some competition for Roy Robinson in YMCA, which finished with a 46
the high hurdles and Tim Stark in the 440-yard intermediate point total'in Kalispell last week
end.
hurdles.
Joliet took third with 39 points,
He has run the lows in 19.4 seconds, the highs in 14.7 seconds Soap Lake was fourth with 22,
Great
Falls fifth with 20.
and the 440 in 50.2 seconds.
Times and distances for event
Lewis called the two runners “tremendous prospects.”
winners were as follows:
High jump — Bonnie Blain, Jo
liet, 4 feet 11 inches; discus —
The BigSky all-conference baseball team is out, and notice Ida Laukner, Kalispell, 121 feet
3 inches; 200 yard shuttle hurdle
ably absent from both the first and second teams is Jerry relay
— Kalispell, 30.3; long jump
Sepich, Montana’s ace. Sepich, UM’s ace, had a superb 1.74 —Marty Ogilvile, Missoula, 16 feet
earned run average in league play. In 31 innings he gave up 1 inch; 440 — Dolly McFabyean,
Kalispell, 59.3; shot put — Linda
only six earned runs and struck out 18 batters.
Spalding, Joliet, 38.9; 200 meter
hurdles — Ginger Landon, Kalis
pell, 32.0; 80 meter hurdles —
Brandis, Missoula; 220 —
Two more high school basketball stars have announced their Pam
Miss Brandis, Missoula, 27.6; 100
intention to attend UM.
—Marilan Rauthe, Kalispell 12.1;
medley relay, Kalispell, 2:Strett Brown, a 6-7 center-forward from Lakeside High 880
01.5, javeline—Miss Spalding, 109
School in Seattle, will play for the Cubs.
feet; 1500 — Judy Oliver, Soap
UM coach Bob Cope said Brown was a good scorer and “just Lake, 4:51.1, and 880 — Miss Oli
ver, Soap Lake, 2:25.3.
a tough all-around 'basketball player.”
Peggy Burton, Missoula, placed
The playmaker of the team that won the Montana Class C fourth in the discus, and Kathy
Henry, Missoula, placed fifth.
championship, Jim Duncan, of Seeley-Swan, will attend UM.
The Missoula 440 relay team fin
Duncan, a 6-2 guard, scored 350 points last season.
ished fourth and the 880 yard
The freshman team looks good right now and would look medley team took third place.
A Kalispell team also took high
great with a 6-10 center and 6-7 Ray Howard of Great Falls in
honors in the girl’s division
the frontline. Howard will be visiting the campus this week point
with 155 points, followed by Great
and then make the big decision—UM or MSU.
Falls with 61 and Missoula with 26.

Charlie Johnson

Odds and Ends

“You work on getting the level
swing and when they get that the
home runs will take care of them
selves,” the lifetime .325-hitter
said. “I think now you have boys
in the minor leagues, especially in
the Cardinals organization, who
are better prepared than ever be
fore to handle all situations.”
But what about the hitters in
the majors whose averages are
plunging lower than the pitchers’
earned run averages?
“They have only themselves to
blame; that’s exactly right,” Med
wick said. “They know what to
do, but they’re not doing it. They
should be hitting semiflatfooted.”
“In other words,” and Medwick
stood up to demonstrate, “Stay
with the short stride, don’t swing
from your backside. That way you
keep the ball in front of you. All
these hitters are swinging from
their backsides and that’s why you
have so many strikeouts today. But
look at Curt Flood. It hasn’t af
fected him because he realized

Missoula Women
Take 2nd Place

★

★

★

★

this. And look at Roberto Cle
mente of the Pittsburgh Pirates.
He’s swinging from his backside
and doing nothing. He’s got to get
back his normal swing if he’s going
to do anything.”
Medwick, voted into baseball’s
Hall of Fame recently, played 17
years in the majors, mostly with
the Cardinals, between 1932 and
1948. During this span he had 2,471
hits.

Western Montantfs
Leading Printer

DELANEYS
125 EAST FRONT ST.

BEST WISHES
GRADUATES—

ONE WAY

May the future hold
only the best

TO BE SURE YOU
ARE GETTING

The Paint Spot

Guaranteed Service
and Repair

W. Main
“Your authorized MartinSenour Paint Dealer”
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Let Us Take Care
of all Your
Electrical Problems
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any personal equip
ment left in the bowl
ing alley after May 31

GENERATORS
IGNITIONS
SPEEDOMETERS
STARTERS
MAGNETOS
ALTERNATORS
TACHOMETERS
TUNE-UP

will be disposed of.

★

The bowling alley
will be moved!

PICK UP
EQUIPMENT!
_

_

_

_

AUTO
ELECTRIC
SERVICE
218 E. MAIN
Phone 543-5145

_

SUPERAMERICA
DOES IT AGAIN!
SPECIALS OF THE WEEK
e Big Polaroid Swinger, $19.87

STRENGTHIN77SEC0NDS

.... .

That's all it takes to help build
powerful muscles, trim body

i
1
I
I
I
’

N o strenuous exercises. . .no elabo
rate gym equipm ent...no lengthy,
tedious work-outs. You don't need
time, space, or energy to multiply
your s tr e n g th ...to broaden your
ahoulders. . . to increase your lung
capacity. . . to trim your waistline. ..
to develop vigor. Now the sam e
method of Isometric-Isotonic Con
traction that trained the German
Olympic Team and other world-fa
mous athletes can help YOU build
a powerful physique. Yes, even if you
are 30,60 years old or more. Unlike
ordinary isometric contraction de
v ices, the T E N 80L A T O R * com 
bines both Isometric and Isotonic
benefits in a series of quick 7-second
exercises that you do once a day in
your own room—less than 2 minutes
m all! Muscles grow stronger, shoul
ders broaden, chest expands, waist
tapers down—and you feeel like a
new man. Fast? We guarantee impressive results in 10 days or your
money back without question. Send
for the big brochure that shows stepby-step illustrations o f the Tensola tor Method. Enclose this ad with
your name, address, zip code (re
quired for mailing!) and 25tto cover
postage and handling to: THOYLO
CORPORATION, D ept CGM-8, 609
Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

e Auto Cool Cushions, Just 87c Each
Double Stamps for Students

E U F E R A M E R IC A . M A RK ETIN G D IV ISIO N
O F N O R T H W E S T E R N RE FIN IN G

You heard him answer your
questions on radio!

0 1967 Northwestern Refining Clot
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Students Close-Minded, Theater Owners Say

r Unsophisticated9 U Audience Chided
By DAN VICHOREK
Editor, Montana Kaimin
★
★
★
Although they are skeptical
about the movie taste shown by
University students, Missoula the
ater owners agree students help
make Missoula the most profitable
town in Montana for movie the
aters.
“I never run the sex films a lot
of kids like, but 90 per cent of my
audience is still University people,*'
Golden Horn owner R. Douglas
Gavin said. “When the University
is not in session I close up and go
fishing.”
Robert Sias, co-owner of the
Wilma, said he took the Roxy The
ater under lease with the idea of
showing art and foreign films es
pecially for University students.
“Our experiment with the Roxy
has been a bust,” Mr. Sias said.
He said art films haven’t drawn
enough students to the Roxy to
allow the theater a margin of prof
it. The Roxy cannot make a profit,
he said, unless it runs “the rawest
sex films.”
“We run a popular movie we
think kids will like, such as “Don’t
Look Back,” and only 500 people
show up during the five day run,”
Mr. Sias said.
“On the other hand,” he said,
“we ran the Swedish film, “Night
Games,” which for all its arty pre
tense was only a piece of trash,
and 1,700 people attended.”
He said he considers the UM
student body the most unsophisti
cated university group he has ever
seen. “ ‘Don’t Look Black’ ran for
months in San Francisco,” he said,
“and you couldn’t get near the
theaters.”
An underground film that ran at
the Roxy, “The Cool World,” dealt
with Negro problems in the ghetto,
and also was poorly received by
students.
“It’s pretty obvious to me,” Mr.
Sias said, “that the people at the
University don’t care about any
one’s life or society but their own.”
He said there is little visible de
mand for artistic or intellectually
provocative foreign films in Mis
soula.
Mr. Sias said the Wilma recently
ran a Japanese film, “Chusingura,”
which was ignored in Missoula.
“That film is an epic, it’s the 'Gone
With the Wind’ of Japan,” Mr.
Sias said, “but people weren’t in
terested so it ran only two nights.”
“Traditionally,” Mr. Gavin said,
“the American film has been the
cheapest available form of anaes
thesia, all sweetness and light and
no intellectual or artistic fire. Hell,
I must have seen Jeanette Mc
Donald and Nelson Eddy waltz
into the sunset a thousand times.”
However, Mr. Gavin said, Amer
ican films are changing as society
changes, and sometimes move a bit
faster than even university audi
ences are prepared to sit still for.
“The University kids think of
themselves as being broadminded,”
Mr. Gavin said, “and I think that
per capita the students here are
more t eceptive to new advances in

Being a theater owner in a university town is not the worst
position to find yourself in, as Kaimin editor Dan Vichorek
discovered during interviews with the men who bring the
weekly “flicks” to Missoula.
film than they are in San Francisco
or anywhere else I’ve been.”
Nevertheless, Mr. Gavin said,
some modern films are not well re
ceived by students. He recalled
that during a showing of “The
Loved One” he sat in the balcony
and listened to stuednt comment.
“That film just slaughtered too
many sacred cows,” he said.
“Broadminded as they think they
are, University students just could
not stand to see God and Mother
punctured on the screen, and
where they would ordinarily have
laughed themselves out of their
seats, they just sat there and got
sore.”
As the movie went on, he said,
students began to talk angrily
about what they should do to a
theater that would show a movie
like that. He said some students
only wanted to boycott the theater
but others suggested a little fire
might change the manager’s atti
tude.
Mr. Gavin said censorship of
movies has loosened greatly in the
last few years, but added that he
was saddened to see the new free
dom give rise to films that feature
nothing more than sex and vio
lence for their own sake.
For example, he said, "there is a
big student demand for the “Matt
Helm” films. He called the “Helm”
films “pornography of the worst
sort.”
“I wouldn't even have a ‘Helm’
ad poster in front of my theater,”
Mr. Gavin said. He said one of the
“Helm” advertising posters showed
a group of nearly nude starlets
frolicking about while Matt Helm
sat astride the barrel of a giant
revolver. “Freud must be their
advertising manager,” Mr. Gavin
said.
He said the “Helm” films cater
to the desire for vicarious sex ex
perience felt by American young
people. Theater owners exploit
young people by putting out the
“no one under 18 admitted” signs,
Mr. Gavin said. “That no one un
der 18 business is strictly an ad
vertising ploy.”
He said he never uses the “under
18 gimmick” at his theater, al
though he estimated he could raise
the receipts on any film by 15 or
20 per cent by doing so.
Mr. Gavin said he runs primarily
second-run movies that were well
received in the first run. He said
the Golden Horn was set up orig
inally as a “pseudo art house,”
specializing in art and foreign
films. Art films are too expensive
to get now, he said, so he runs
second-run movies which he feels
are both Worthwhile and profit
able, such as “Who’s Afraid of
Virginia Woolf,” and “Dr. Zhi
vago.”
Conrad Shelhamer, manager of
the Fox, said he paid no attention

to the film taste of the University
people. “If we can get the movies,
University people will go to them
no matter what they are,” he said.
The biggest problem, he said, is
getting enough movies of any kind.
He pointed out that 15 years ago
Hollywood made 300 films a year,

whereas only 30 films a year are
made now, because of the demands
of television on Hollywood studios.
He agreed that some movies
showed poor taste by flaunting sex
and violence, but said movies only
reflect what people want to see.
“All Hollywood wants is to make
money,” he said.
He said he felt obligated to. put
up the “No one under 18” signs
when he has a “raw” movie, but
he said he never excluded anyone
from the Fox. "I’d be violating
-their civil rights and I could get
sued,” he said.
He said whether a movie has

good drawing power among Uni
versity people depends largely on
the publicity it is given. Theaters
that showed “Bonnie and Clyde”
30 days before the Fox showed it
“lost their shirts,” Mr. Shelhamer
said. He said the Fox showed
“Bonnie and Clyde” at the height
of the national publicity campaign,
and therefore students “went for
it big.”
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Week or Weekend!
Boats, Swimming and
Dancing!!
WELCOME ALL
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Made for
each other
UM STUDENTS LINE UP at the box’office before a Saturday
night showing at the Wilma Theater.
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Art Supplies
Posters
Decorative Murals
Custom Framing
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► Anaconda B uilding M aterials:
800 S. 3rd St.
P.O. Box 1427
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10% Off To College Students
(except Sale Merchandise)
M E N W IT H A YEN FO R SU C CESS
C H O O SE A . . .

^ K ed s®
This brash and brawny
sneaker was made for
guys in the groove. But
w hat happened? Gals
wentforSurfer. Sowe’vo
made it for them, too.
Why not? Same bold,
active lines, but in girl
colors and girl sizes. His
and hers Surfers—right?
How’s that for a combin
ation that’s a snapper?

From $6.99

VOTE

g a r

GEM

DEMOCRAT FOR

RTTORniyGEnERflli
‘T he poor man s its in ja il and th e rich man goes free
pending his appearance in c o u r t . . . making our bail
practice discrim inatory class legislation. Studies show
people released on th e ir own re cognition. appear in
co u rt on the same percentage basis as those who post
b a il. Release on recognition would avoid the long and
expensive (to the taxpayer) confinem ent in c ity and
county ja ils fo r persons a w aiting tria l. Local police man
power w ould be fre e d fo r th e ir prim ary duties o f crim e
prevention and law e nforcem ent”

Pd. Pol. Adv. by Daly (or Attorney General Club,
Harriot J. Hatley, Great Falls, Montana, Secretary
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A T T A C H E C ASE
GUARANTEED 5 FULL TEARS

OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
115 W. Broadway
“Across from the Bus Depot**

SH O E C O .
D IX O N & H O O N
133 NO. HIGGINS

Chief, 19, Commands Punctured Pumper
By GEORGE McARTHUR
Associated Press Writer
DONG HA, Vietnam — The old
pumper has more holes than a
gangsters’ getaway car and the
fire chief is only 19 — but don’t
write off Dong Ha’s fire depart
ment.
“It used to be worse,” says the
resident firefighting boss, Marine
Cpl. Terrance Connors of Home
stead, Fla.
“When I got here we had a plain
old truck with fire extinguishers
on the back. Everybody would
pile on that thing and we’d haul
out for the action. It was a riot.”
Now, the fire chief is awaiting
a second truck and hopes that
maybe he’ll even get enough fire
fighting hats to go around. There
are just two now, and the other
eight firemen wear ordinary steel
helmets.
- The fire department’s claim to
fame is that the big Marine base
is only seven miles below the de

militarized zone that divides Viet
nam. North Vietnamese gunners
Shell the sprawling complex al
most daily.
Since the first of the year five
men have been wounded. Connors
became fire chief when the pre
vious incumbent was blown out
of the driver’s seat of the “Dong
Ha Express,” the battleweary
pumper that boasts 25 shrapnel
holes.
Dong Ha’s firemen also get a
hair-raising variety of blazes—am
mo dumps blowing up, fuel stores
aflame and various bits of military
equipment burning.
The blue-eyed, sandy-haired fire
chief came by his job naturally.
At 16 he signed up with the sub
urban Union Park Fire Depart
ment in Orlando, Fla., and joined
the marines a year later, landing
in Vietnam last September.
The old fire truck — militarily
known as a model 530 pumper—is
his pride.

“She’s had three tires shot off
by shrapnel and we had to replace
the windshield,” Connors said.
“But she’s never missed a day of
action.”
The old pumper gets hit so
often because the firehouse is right
in the middle of the “impact zone,”
.a target area for enemy gunners.
When the North Vietnamese guns
start a fire they then zero in on
the smoke for further shelling.
That makes it doubly hazardous
for the firemen — they get shelled
whether they go to the fire or
stay in the firehouse bunker. With
noonday temperatures at Dong
Ha ranging around 110, they sweat
it out either way.
Most are in their teens or early
20s and they get a kick out of
clinging to the careening Dong Ha
Express.
“The best part is always just
getting there,” grins 22-year-old
Cpl. Frank Habitzreuther of Lan
caster, N. Y.

Ambassador Goldberg Gets 'A’
For 'Skillful9Negotiation in U.N.
By MAX HARRELSON
Associated Press Writer
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. —
There are dissenters but most of
Ambassador Arthur J. Goldberg’s
colleagues give him an “A” rating
for his 34 months at the United
Nations.
The dissenters generally com
pare the 59-year-old former Su
preme Court justice unfavorably
with his immediate predecessors,
Adlai E. Stevenson and Henry
Cabot Lodge—both as a public
speaker and as a forceful figure.
Goldberg himself acknowledges
that he was no match for Steven
son either as a wit or an orator—
he knew he was bound to suffer
in comparison. The consensus is
that he was only adequate as a
speaker and, in the words of one
diplomat, he was inclined to “com”
rather than eloquence.
What he lacked on the rostrum,
however, he made up behind the
scenes. He is rated excellent as a

threat of trying to suspend the
voting rights of the Soviet bloc
and France. His first task was to
convince both the administration
and key congressional figures that
such a course was desirable.
Employing his skill as a jurist,
he did such a thorough job that the
United States was able to back
down without criticism from Capi
tol Hill. Within two months after
his arrival on the scene, the as
sembly was back in normal opera
tion.
One of his biggest triumphs was
in achieving a cease-fire in the
1965 India-Pakistani conflict over
Kashmir. Just a few months after
becoming U.S. representative at
the United Nations, it came his
turn to be president of the Se
curity Council during the fight
ing.
He credited his experience as a
labor negotiator as being partly
responsible for the achievement of
the cease-fire. It was generally
agreed that his persistence and pa
tience played a major role.
Goldberg also was a principal
figure in the successful conclusion
of an international treaty banning
cleansers from Cheshire, Scotland, weapons of mass destruction from
Cincinnati, Ohio, and the Elephant outer space. He spent hours in se
Soap Factory Ltd., Nairobi.
cret negotiation with the Russians
Pushing a cart along the well as a prelude to the agreement.
lighted aisles, one is likely to pass
a Norwegian, a U.S. Peace Corps
worker, a diplomat from Commu
MELTS LEAD
nist China; road builders from
The side of the planet Mercury
Italy; and housewives from more facing the Sim has a surface tem
than two dozen countries.
perature of nearly 700 degrees.

negotiator. And he has applied
himself with almost unbelievable
energy both during the conven
tional working day and in build
ing social contacts.
He also played a significant role
in Washington in determining U.S.
foreign policy—in almost every
thing except Vietnam. As a dove,
he fought a losing battle on Viet
nam and this was the major factor
determining his resignation an
nounced April 25.
He had a number of personal
triumphs which stood out dining
his UN. stay. When he agreed to
take the post in the summer of
1965, the UN. General Assembly
was paralyzed by the threat of a
U.S.-Soviet confrontation over ar
rears in payment of peacekeeping
assessments.
Goldberg gave top priority to
this problem and eventually, de
cided that the United States should
bow to the will of the majority of
UN. members and remove the

Gourmet in Africa ‘Surprised’
By C. C. MINICLIER
Associated Press Writer
NAIROBI, Kenya — A visit to
Nairobi’s “supermarket” would
surprise American housewives who
think of Africa in terms of noisy
animals, strange languages and
dark jungles.
Gourmets priding themselves on
exotic dishes from distant lands at
high prices would find Nairobi’s
supermarket has plenty of variety,
and often at lower prices than in
America.
More than two dozen countries
from around the world are repre
sented in the imported foods.
A sign offers “Italian special
ties.” And on one shelf is a pack
aged lasagna dinner from Milton,
Pa.
The diet-conscious can find five
flavors of Metrecal, and custard
mixes not only from Kenya but
also from Montrose, Scotland, and
White Plains, N.Y. There are

$1 OFF
on all 8-track
Auto Stereo
Cartridge Tapes
We have reel-to-reel
pre-recorded tape, too.

KOSKI TV
541 SO. HIGOINS

1

“That old truck got four Purple
Hearts in her first three weeks,”
Connors said proudly.
He got elevated to fire chief
because one of those hits wounded
the previous fire chief, Sgt. James
Spyers of Troy, N.Y. who is now
recovering in the United States. A
shell blew up only 10 yards from
the truck, blasting in the wind
shield and scattering fragments
but not hitting any vital machin
ery.
The old pumper has no shining

brass and no bell and is painted
a dull green but Connors has in
stalled a siren — rarely used.
A siren at Dong Ha means “at
tack” and consequently the fire
truck uses it only in real emer
gencies.
The Dong Ha Fire Department
also has some other touches of
home — the boys play pinochle
when off duty. They would like to
have a brass pole to slide down but
that would be sort of useless since
they usually, sleep in an under
ground bunker.
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Congratulations Everyone!
When it’s time for the GRADUATES to celebrate the
end of their schooling . . . and the UNDERGRADUATES
to celebrate the end of the y e a r ----remember

W orden’s Super Market
434 N. Higgins

“Feeling Disorderly?”
Remember . . .
call John or Dave
543-4828

BAIL BONDS
$25 - $10,000

AMAZING!!!
INCREDIBLE!!
Buy the all NEW

GARRET
50c in the Lodge
and Bookstore.

THE WILD HONEY STRIKES AGAIN!

I

It’s their last Northwest Engagement be=
==
.=
M
H

fore their big recording session back east!
Here and Dance to the sound of this great
Los Angeles group tomorrow night from
9:30-12:30.
AT

| THE MAD HATTER
=

$1.50 a couple
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Concerning U
• Rooms with cooking facilities
are available for summer quarter.
If interested call 543-4583 or go to
the Synadelphic House, 540 Mc
Leod.
• Freshman Camp Counselors
will meet tomorrow at 7 p.m. at
the Sigma Chi House.
• GASP, Gals Against Smog and
Pollution, will have a table in the
Lodge tomorrow to solicit signa
tures from students who are reg
istered to vote in Missoula county,
for their pollution control bilL
• Applications for AWS com
mittee chairmanships are available
at the Lodge desk. Applications
must be turned in to any AWS
representative from the living
groups by tomorrow. Missoula girls
may leave their applications at the
Lodge desk.
• The military science depart
ment will commission 51 gradu
ating seniors as second lieutenants
in the US. Army at 10 ajn. Sat
urday, June 8, in the Music Re
cital Hall.
• Friday, May 31 will be a FRESj
Day at the library. Fines will be
canceled on all overdue materials
returned on that day only.
• A seminar about research and
development of forest products will
be presented by D. F. Root, re
search manager of Weyerhaeuser
Co., on May 31, at 11 a.m. in F 206.
• Program Council will sponsor
a French film entitled “We Are All
Murderers” at 7:30 tomorrow night
in LA 11.
There will be a 50-cent admis
sion charge.
• The University Choir will pre
sent a concert of American classi
cal music tonight at 8:15 in the
Music Recital Hall.
The free concert, which is open
to the public, will be directed by
Joseph Mussulman, associate pro
fessor of music.
• Since last fall, UM golfers
have maintained the highest grade
point average, 2.69, of all the var
sity sports teams, Jack Swarthout,
athletic director, said yesterday.
The wrestlers have xhe lowest
GPA, a 2.26.
GPAs of other sports teams are

basketball, 2.58; track, 2.56; skiing,
2.49; tennis, 2.4; swimming, 2,37;
baseball, 2.33, and football, 2.27.
• M. J. Nakamura, chairman of
the microbiology department, has
received a $14,340 research grant
from the National Institutes of
Health. He will study the diseasecausing organism in Shigella dys
entery.
• Mark Thompson, a junior in
journalism, will work on a New
York magazine from June 12 to
Aug. 23 as recipient of a grant
from the Magazine Publishers As
sociation.
During the ten-week internship,
Thompson and grant recipients
from other schools and depart
ments of journalism, will meet for
conferences sponsored by Time,
Newsweek, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., and Reader’s Di
gest.
• Silent Sentinel, senior men’s
honorary, initiated 12 students
Friday night.
Initiates are George S. Brown,
Gregory W. Devlin, Jere L. Gilles,
Dan D. Holmquist, Edward J.
Leary, Robert P. Meuchel, Robert
M. Murdo, Daniel N. Vichorek,
Gale G. Kerns, J. Scott Wheeler,
Mark L. Goelzer, and John C.
Bareness.
• Ceramic and porcelain pot
tery, jewelery, fabric wall hang
ings and pencil and charcoal draw
ings are included in the art dis
play by Linda McDonald, graduate
student, in the lobby of the Fine
Arts Building.
Miss McDonald explained that
the display is her pre-candidacy
show which is required for all stu
dents working for a masters de
gree in fine arts.
The, display will be shown until
Friday.
• Students who campaigned for
McCarthy in Oregon last weekend
will report their activities at a
McCarthy rally Wednesday at 8
p.m. in the Roosevelt School audi
torium.
Arnold J. Silverman, associate
professor of geology, will be the
master of ceremonies for the rally
sponsored by the Missoula McCar
thy for President Club.
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Deadlines: Noon the day preceding publication.
Each line ( 5 words average) first insertion----------------------Each consecutive Insertion
_____________________—— (No change In copy In consecutive Insertion)
If errors are made In advertisement, immediate notice must be given
the publishers since we are responsible for only one Incorrect Insertion.
No advertising will be accepted from agencies known to discriminate on
grounds of race or national origin.
PHONE 243-4932

STEADY BABY SITTER wanted June
17, 7:30 to 5:30 pm . Infants 3 to 7. Your
home or mine. Phone 0-6297, 106-7c

FLOOR LENGTH WEDDING GOWN,
size 12. $ 25 , 9-4982.
_____________
59 BUICK ELECTRA 5400 or offer. 2434642. Ask for Gene Atherton.
107-3c
1960 PONTIAC CATALINA, Good Condltion. Call Tom at 9-9722._____ 107-3c
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE on Woodworth available July 1. Call 549-0133
after June 15 after 4 pm .
107-3c
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHEDELIC, ski posters and buttons. If we
d o n ’t have them then you don’t want
th a n . Send for samples and list.
MADAM BUTTERFLY’S GIFT SHOP,
4609 E. Colfax, Denver, Colo. 80220.
__________________________
tfc
FIBERGLASS KAYAK. 543-5875. 109-nc
T.V.’s, new and used. Stereos, tape re
corders, radios, guitars. Sales and guar
anteed service, Koskl T. V., 541 So. Hlgglna Ave.
_________________ 41-tfc

10. TRANSPORTATION

22. FOR RENT

6. TYPING
ELECTRIC TYPING or term papers,
theses, etc. Fast, accurate, reasonable.
5 4 -7 2 4 5 ._____________________

1 0 5 -4 C

TYPING. Mrs. Homer Williamson. 235
Dearborn Ave., phone 549-7818. 69-tfc
TYPING. Former corporate secretary.

5-6704.________________ 41-tic

TYPING. Mrs. Don Berg, 240 Dearborn.
543-4109.___________________
3-tfc
TYPING. 543-6733._______
41-tfc
TYPING. FAST, ACCURATE, EXPERI
ENCED. 540-5236.
41-tfc
TYPING. 540-6738.
103-7c

8. HELP WANTED

FREE RIDE AVAILABLE TO SAN
FRANCISCO, June 10. 543-8734, evenlngs._______________________ 103-8Q

18. MISCELLANEOUS
PLANNING TO ATTEND SUMMER
SCHOOL? Are you a slow reader? Art
your study habits poor? EVELYN
WOOD DYNAMICS will be conducting
a reading-improvement study program
this summer: anyone Interested should
call 543-8695 Immediately to reserve
classroom space.
109-lc
DATES. LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
DIFFERENT? Take your date on a
romantic walk along the enchanted
path of MOTHER GOOSE LAND. Lolo.
visit the Treasure House of gifts and
souvenirs.____________________ 108-2c

21. FOR SALE

ONE-WHEEL CARGO TRAILER. 4’x5*
with hitch. 543-6596.
109-lc
1954 INTERNATIONAL PICK-UP. 50.000
actual miles, canopy, vinyl roof, neef
bars, hurst shift. Super shape. Call 2432275 mornings or contact John Jarvis.
109-lc
ESTATE SALE, 214 S. 4th West, today
from 9 a.m. to 4 pm . Silent auction of
furniture, oriental rungs, dishes, silver,
etc. Executors reserve right to reject
all bids.
109-lc
BELL HELMET, $15. 600 Ford. 0-4982.
108-2C
COMPLETE SET OF SCUBA GEAR.
Reasonable price. 549-3041.
108-2C
8 — M ONTANA K A IM IN
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THREE-ROOM BASEMENT APART
MENT. Owner lives someplace else.
Roomy, modem, cool, three blocks from
campus. $55 plus utilities. Available
June 6. Inquire 119 Madison after 4 pm .
1 0 9 -lc

WANT THREE STUDENTS TO RENT
large basement apartment. Utilities
furnished. Call 549-7660 after 6 pm .
____________________________ 109-lc
RENT NOW FOR SUMMER AND
NEXT FALL. May Inquire Thursday,
Friday and Saturday morning, 724 Eddy
or 329 S. 5th East. Houses, apartments,
furnished rooms. 543-6734,_____ 109-lc
SHARE HOUSE with separate bedrooma for thin summer. Males. Ea. $30
per month. 2 blocks from campus.
5 4 9 -0 7 3 3 .____________

• Five UM Forestry students
will spend the summer doing re
search financed by a $6,100 grant
from the National Science Foun
dation, according to Lee Eddleman,
assistant professor of range man
agement.
The students accepted for the
program are Kathleen Davis, Da
vid Griggs, David Moscioni, Deb
orah Trenerry and Joe Wagner.
Mr. Eddleman said that each
student will design a research
project, then analyze and prepare
the results for publication.
• Mrs. Robert Cole, a Negro an
thropology professor, will speak
about the ‘^Devaluation of Free
dom in America” at a dessert hour
honoring senior women tonight at
7 in the Lodge.
Mrs. Cole, who teaches at Wash
ington State University, Pullman,
Wash., has worked for women’s
rights on the WSU campus.'
Mrs. Cole’s speech will be spon
sored by the Public Exercises
Committee and AWS.
The dessert hour is open to the
public.
• The Food Service will have an
outdoor steak fry tonight if it does
not rain. Walt Rulffes, food service
assistant director, said if the sun
is shining at noon, preparation will
be made to have the steak fry.
The steak fry will be between
the Lodge and Knowles Hall.
• Four graduate students in psy
chology have been awarded train
eeships, John G. Watkins, profes
sor of psychology, said yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edawrd Shubat,
Richard E. Fuhrer and Frank W.
Isele received the wards.
The traineeships were given by
the Veterans Administration and,
ranged from $4,000 to $5,000, Mr.
Watkins said. The recipients will
work part-time in Veterans Ad
ministration hospitals while they
work toward graduate degrees.

mi
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Twenty-one Army ROTC stu
dents and four K-Dettes, the
woman’s drill team auxiliary to
AROTC, were honored at the an
nual AROTC Awards Assembly
yesterday.
Shirley Mosby, Nancy Harvey
and Colleen Hetherton were chosen
outstanding K-Dettes, and K-Dette
Commander Stevi Lahti received
the commander’s trophy.
Robert Franks, Keith Flaugh,
Jim Murray, John Stratman and
Jim Hauptman received AROTC
commander’s trophies.
Honored as outstanding cadets
were Jeff Renz, John Angwin,
Steve Barta, Nicholas Koenig,
Steve Barclay, Steve Johnson, Roy
Robinson, Paul Dallman, Mark
Goelzer, John Helms, Scott Wheel
er, Jim MacKenzie, Ed Hall, Rob
ert Trerise, Gary Stevenson and
Dave Lafferty.

Be sure you have protection
against unexpected medical bills.
• Hospital-Surgical
• Major Medical
• Disability Income
• Accidental Death and
Dismemberment.
• Daily Hospital Benefits

Northwestern National Life
Branch Office—Great Falls—Robert E. Lee, Mgr.
Home Office—Minneapolis, Minn.
District Office—323 Washington
Henry Zahn, Mgr. Phone 549-4154

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES!
We extend our best wishes to you now and in the future and
hope that you’ll always remember BRADFORD’S for the finest
in jewelry, china, glassware and silver.
A special load of GRADUATION JEWELRY has just arrived,
featuring the best in BRACELETS—
if
i
if
if

CHARM BRACELETS
STONE BRACELETS
PEARL BRACELETS
I.D. BRACELETS

. . . as well as every type of charm
STERLING SILVER!

all in both GOLD and

We are also the Exclusive Dealer for
AVRBERGNE “AFTER FIVE”
COLOGNES
PERFUMES
POWDERS

1 0 8 -2 C

POSITIONS AVAILABLE in local mor
tuary for married student. Day work,
living quarters and salary. Phone 5436670 for interview. Sorry no children
or pets.
109-lc
STUDENTS: Earn while you learn.
Part-time contact work, pays good
money and starts you earning quickly.
Phone 9-5753.
Tl-tic

Army H onors
25 Students
At Assem bly

Rod Lung

TODAY
Bear Paws, 6:30 p.m., LA 102.
Students for Rockefeller, 7:30
pjn., LA 337.
TOMORROW
Sllvertip Skydivers, 7 p.m., J
306. Election of officers.
College Republicans, 7:30 pun.,
Territorial Rooms, Lodge.

§

gram dealing with the history of
our relations with China, political
ideologies and the causes of the
present war.

Graduation and Sum mer Fun

CALLING U

HOUSE TO SHARE NEXT YEAR. Three
girls needed. Set price of $55 pays all
except food. Separate bedrooms. Call
9-6254 or 243-2323 for Information. Nec
essary to make arrangements now, as
I will be gone through September.
____________________________ 108-2C

25. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Members of the American Asso
ciation of University Professors
(AAUP) will discuss whether the
faculty should control contents of
Air Force ROTC courses in a spe
cial meeting tonight at 8 in LA 106.
New courses involving history
and political science have been re
cently added to the AFROTC cur
riculum.
E. W. Pfeiffer, professor of zo
ology and president of the cam
pus AAUP, said the faculty has
apparently lost the power to con
trol ROTC curriculum because of
a contract made with ROTC in
1965. The contract was acquired
when ROTC changed from a com
pulsory to a voluntary system.
“Control over curriculum is the
most important power the faculty
has,” Mr. Pfeiffer said. “We are
considering raising the issue on a
national level.
“We question whether the offi
cers of ROTC are competent to
teach courses involving history
and political science outside their
field.” We are also concerned with
distinguishing between factual ma
terial and propaganda in the
course material.”
Earl Lory, acting academic vicepresident, will explain the contract
UM has with the Air Force ROTC
program. Arnold Silverman, asso
ciate of geology, will discuss the
objections which have been raised
against the parts of the ROTC pro

STOP BY AND VISIT US AT

BRADFORD JEWELRY
In The Mall

Holiday Village

See America as Land of Cruel Paradox

Negro Soldiers Speak in Vietnam
WASHINGTON (AP)—A Negro
soldier in Vietnam speaks: ‘This
is no man’s war and certainly not
a colored man’s. When people can’t
live together back home, I can’t
see coming over here fighting.”
Another Negro soldier speaks:
T ’m sick of it. They say we’re
fighting to free the people of South
Vietnam. But Newark wasn’t free.
Was Watts? Was Detroit? I mean,
which is more important, home or
here?”
And another: “I’m an American
citizen first. It’s the only country,
the only life I know. I can’t turn
my back on it, even though I know
it’s been wrong many times, par
ticularly about colored people. I
feel I have a sense of responsibility
and I’ll stick with my country.”
For two months, Paul Hathaway,
a staff writer for the Washington
Evening Star, talked to Negro sol
diers in Vietnam and to Negro
veterans who had returned home.
The quotations above and the ob
servations that follow came from
the five articles published by the
Star.
‘Tor most Negro soldiers in
Vietnam it is not a case of *My
Country, Right or Wrong,’ but *My
Country, Right and Wrong,’ ”
Hathaway, a Negro, wrote in the
last of the articles, copyrighted by
the Star.
“They see America as a land of
cruel paradoxes, conflicting com
mitments and shifting priorities.
They see the war as theirs and
not yet quite theirs, and democracy
as something that is in their pres
ence, yet not within their grasp.
To many Negro soldiers who see
their lives threatened by war the
Vietnamese are not so much peo
ple as obstructions that must be
overcome, Hathaway reported.
They consider them people who
refuse to help themselves, who
should be able to lift themselves
by their own bootstraps without
American help.

Enemy Treatment
Unconfirmed stories circulate
among Negro soldiers in which
the enemy treats the Negro either
as a friend or as a neutral party.
“Man, I hear the gooks got these

More Negroes than whites take
seven soldiers and they killed all
“But you see, that doesn’t mean school diploma or something, then
six whites and they let this one that he’s going to treat you any he is damn near unemployable,” advantage of various GI education
Negro go,” Hathaway quoted one different when he gets back in said Costel N. Akrie, San Fran and vocational training programs—
Negro as saying.
cisco, one of nine veterans’ affairs
These stories, Hathaway added, The World. It’s just that you need coordinators working for the Ur 53 per cent compared to 45 per
are made more believable by Viet each other more now.” It was that ban League. “Despite his youth, he cent. Government figures also
Cong and North Vietnamese leaf way in Nha Trang, he said. The is the same as the uneducated guy show that for the Negro ex-serv
lets aimed at American troops whites talked with them, worked in World War II or the Korean iceman the median family income
with them. But when it came War. He’s at a dead end. The kid is $4,557. For families headed by
which address the Negro soldier:
“Black man, why are you fight downtown to the bars and to the comes back from Vietnam. He sees
ing here? We don’t want to fight women, they went separate ways. black veterans from other wars a Negro who is not a veteran, the
you. Your war is against the white
To Marine Cpl. Hosea Dyson, fighting the same problems and median income is $3,610.
Charles Walker, 24, who holds a
man back home.” A Marine private Chicago, being black is irrelevant he asks himself, ‘Is this going to
in Dong Ha said he thought the in a war ,there are only those who happen to me?’ ”
certificate for meritorious service
Negro death rate in Vietnam was gain glory in fighting for a cause
Many Negroes had service re for spearheading a counterattack
as high as 60 per cent.
they believe in. “I’m an American
— antiaircraft tech in Phu Lai found it different. He
“I think we’re being killed off,” citizen first. It’s the only country, sponsibilities
nician,
demolition expert or rifle is earning $450 a month while in
he said. “I think we’re being used, the only life I know. I can’t turn man—that
do
not lend themselves training as a customer engineer for
That’s what.”
my back on it. . . .”
to civilian life. “They tell us we International Business Machines.
“Once when a white soldier left need college degrees,” Akrie said,
“Some guys feel just because
my squad,” said Dyson, “he shook “but there are few Negroes that they have been to Vietnam that
my hand and told me he’d been have them. They will require a something should .be handed to
proud to be in the same foxhole bachelor’s degree from a Negro for them,” he says. “But I don’t feel
with me. It made me feel good. I a particular kind of job, but a high that way. It’s like starting a new
would have felt good if a Negro school diploma from a white vet life when you get out. You have
had
said it, but it struck me that eran.”
Defense Department figures
to prove yourself all over again.”
show the percentage of Negroes someone white should do it.”
killed in Vietnam is slightly higher
And after the war. “I think war
than for whites, a statistic the changes men,” Dyson said. “It will
Pentagon attributes to the higher make a difference when we get
percentage of Negroes in elite vol back. Out here, they see us as
unteer combat units and the high people. Before, you were just a
percentages of noncommissioned shadow or something. Now they
officers among Negro soldiers.
know you.”
There were 56,000 Negroes in
In Pleiku, Airborne Spec. 4
the armed forces in Vietnam on Lawrence Harkless, a former po
GO TO
Jan. 1, 1968, 9.8 per cent of the liceman in Watts, spoke of the
total fighting force. Negro deaths large number of Negroes who join
in combat during the six years elite groups such as the airborne.
prior to Jan. 1 were 14.1 per cent “We join because of pride and the
of total U.S. deaths.
$55 extra a month,” he said. “It’s
Many Negro soldiers attribute a challenge. The brother likes the
for
their negative attitude toward the challenge. We’re tough and we
war to the situation a home, not want everybody to know it. When
on the war itself. “It seemed like I get home, I don’t want anyone
• Hoagies
• Tacos
when the rioting broke out back to mess with me in the block. Be
home, they felt that they had cause I’m a man. If they never
* Luigi Burgers
something more important to do noticed before, they better notice
• Bacon Burgers
in The World (the United States),” now.”
said Marine Pfc. Richard L. Gray
Jr., Fairmont, W.Va. in Phu Bai.
“It seemed like they wanted to be
back there kicking somebody,
too.”
on South Higgins
As a group of five Negro soldiers
Across from Campbell Field
x
sat around a mess table nodding
And once the Negro gets out of
agreement, Army Spec. 4 William the service. Then what? “If he does
F. Washington, Los Angeles, criti not have an education, a high
cized stories he had read about
harmony between Negro and white
on the battlefield.
As Seen In The Current Issue of
“All this talk about integration
in the foxhole,” Washington said.
“Well, why not? Why not? You
cover his hide and he covers yours.
That’s how you survive.
(Special Baseball Section)
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Enforced Red Conformity May Bode El

Chinese Revolution Blueprinted
TOKYO (AP)—Twenty months
after he unleased his turbulent
cultural revolution, the lines of
Mao Tse-tung’s audacious blue
print for Red China have finally
become visible. They converge on
one man: Mao himself.
The revolution—despite its name
it was neither cultural, proletarian
nor revolutionary—began as a na
tionwide campaign in August,
1966, to cleanse the soul of China
of its Marxist impurities, to alter
the thinking of its 740 million in
habitants and eventually—so it was
said—to put the Communist party
in total command.
With these proclaimed goals
tacked to their battle staffs, mil
lions of Red Guards, military men
and Maoist loyalists undertook a
massive assault on the edifice
erected in 1959—with Mao's ap
proval—by President Liu Shao-Chi
and his followers.
Their first objective—now near
ly realized—was to destroy Liu’s
following in the national, provin
cial and regional party committees,
the army, and the government. On
the shelves the Liu people once
occupied, the Maoists have placed
old wine in new bottles: provincial
and municipal revolutionary com
mittees which are at once political,
governmental and security organs.

Maoist Allegiance

the first place was the dominance
of communism. From now on, they
have made it plain, the yardstick
by which a Communist—in fact,
all Chinese—are to be measured is
not knowledge of Marx, Engels or
Lenin but allegiance to Mao.
“In judging whom to support and
whom to oppose, one must use
political principle as the criterion.
This criterion is whether or not to
support Chairman Mao, whether
or not to support Mao Tse-tung’s
thought and whether or not to sup
port Chairman Mao’s proletarian
revolutionary line.”
In an age of almost universal
skepticism over the infallibility of
politicians, Mao seeks to reduce
the human condition to almost to
tal conformity. ’In doing so he is
racing through one danger signal
after the other, ignoring the fact
that the Chinese is first pragmatic,
secondly individualistic and never
a respecter of authority.

Savage Attacks

thought have been consigned to
the book fires.
The next major step Mao’s
backers now plan as part of the
over-all blueprint is a national
party congress—the first since preLiu 1958—scheduled May or June.
It’s objective is to elect a new
central committee whose mem
bers are dyed-in-the-wool Mao
ists.
When this is done, Mao presum
ably will claim total victory over
President Liu; the question will
be, however, whether it is to be a
permanent or only passing one.
For in turning over the earth of
old China, Mao revealed to the
world—and to the largely unsus
pecting Chinese themselves—that
nonconformity had had its day
for many years. Since Mao estab
lished the People’s Republic in
1949, the outside world had been
persuaded that—with few excep
tions—the Chinese structure was
politically monolithic.
Yet, in half of the charges lev
eled against them are to be be
lieved, the thousands of Commu
nists who followed Liu shared
many of the independent ideas of
their associates in the East Euro
pean bloc. To them freedom of
expression, art for art’s sake, high
er wages for less work, peaceful
coexistence and a thaw in the Cold
War were not, only possible but
desirable.

Liu’s “crimes”—it now is plain
ly evident—were that he dared to
question the revealed truth of
Mao’s words and thoughts! For this
reason the attacks have been near
ly as savage against the man him
self. His “How to Be a Good
Communist” was a rival scared
text, read and believed by mil
lions; if there was to be no proph
et but Mao, there had to be but
one Marxist bible, “The Works of
In Mao’s eyes—he saw China ad
Mao Tse-tung.” The destruction vancing to industrial and military
and discrediting of Liu’s writings greatness along the road of aus
were a natural sequel.
terity, regimentation and calcu
Today, not only Liu’s works but lated belligerency—these “free”
those of every writer, novelist, his ideas were heresy. There seems no
torian or poet who sought to break question that in battling them with
out of the rigid enclosure of Mao’s all his strength he saw himself

once more the champion of down
trodden China.
That these heresies still smolder,
ready once more to burst into
flame given a favorable wind, is
apparent from the Maoist propa
ganda of recent weeks, with its
emphasis on blind obedience and
its diatribes against anarchism.
Like Buddhist faithful who find
salvation in merely repeating sac
red phrases, the Maoists say it is
enough to learn Mao’s thoughts;
knowledge will come later.
Mao not only needs absolute
obedience in his lifetime—he is,
after all, human, 74, and may die
soon—but for the critical years
which follow his death. Without it,
his chosen successor, Lin Piao,
might not mount the vacant throne
in Peking’s forbidden city. Would
some other person do as well?
The Maoists—and Mao himself—■
who see Lin as the most devoted
and slavish of the disciples, ap
parently believe not.

Long thoughts on the frailty and
brevity of existence—plus a possi
ble new illness in the aged Mao—
presumably explain new, steppedup references to Lin as the chosen
one.
A congress of leaders studying
Mao’s works put it succinctly in
mid-February: “Vice Chairman Lin
Piao is the most outstanding longtested statesman, thinker, soldier
and theoretician nurtured by
Chairman Mao for our party. He is
Chairman Mao’s closest comrade in
arms, his best student and most
ideal successor, as well as our best
vice supreme commander.”
Yet, like many monarchs of a
more purple stripe who preceded
him, Mao may have dug the grave
of his own dynasty in thus seek
ing to enforce conformity beyond
his death. Men now loyal to the
living Mao could well rise in dissidence once the struggle for power
is reopened.

T h e M ilk
o f the Pros
• T h e O f f ic ia l M ilk O f T h e
M a jo r L e a g u e B a s e b a l l P l a y e r s A s s ’n .

Heretical Ideas

Since the first of the year, the
revolutionay committees h a v e
proliferated, many of them created,
as in Kwangtung Province, to the
frighteing sounds of violence. By
year’s end, the Maoists hope to
have all China under their rule.
Sniffing ultimate victory, the
Maoists have shucked off all pre
tense that what they aimed for in
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French Shout Down Compromise
PARIS (AP) — Factory work
ers by the thousands shouted
down a compromise settlement of
their 11-day general strike yester
day and, with France still wallow
ing in crisis, protesters massed for
new demonstrations.
The government said it would
crush any unauthorized marches.
Its warning came after a stock
of “murderous weapons" was re
ported confiscated by police at Ly
on. The Interior Ministry said ex
tremists were preparing to use the
fire bombs, pistols, knives and
homemade mines “to make im
possible any return to civil peace.”
A march through Paris by the
National Union of French Students
had government approval, but oth
er groups such as the “March 22
Organization” of exiled Daniel
Cohn-Bendit, and the Trotskyist
Revolutionary Communist Youth
Federation said they would defy
the regime with a series of dem
onstrations.
The Socialist-backed Workers
Force and the moderate Democra
tic Confederation of French Work
ers ordered their members to take
part in the authorized student
march. The nation’s largest union,
the Communist-led General Con
federation of Labor, told its fol
lowers to boycott the demonstra
tion.
This came after workers an
swered Premier Georges Pom
pidou’s proposed wage settlement
plan with catcalls and shouts of
“non.” There was more money and
a shorter work week, but the most
difficult point for the workers to
swallow was the failure of the un
ion negotiators to obtain immedi
ate cancellation of a social se
curity decree-law last fall which
resulted in fewer benefits and
higher worker contributions.
Pompidou argued that this was
a legislative matter and said it
was up to the National Assembly
to make any change in the law.
On the salary rises, the work
ers had demanded an immediate
12 per cent blanket raise and the
negotiators settled for 10 per cent
by Oct 1.
Finally they obtained only prom
ises and nothing firmer, on the
lowering of the retirement age and
the reduction of the work week to
40 hours from 47 at no loss of pay.
Paris’ automobile plants, Renault
and Citroen, the Berliet truck
plant and the giant RhodiacetaVaise textile factory in Lyon, the
nationalized Sud Aviation airplane
works at Nantes, and the Snecma
aircraft engine factory in Paris all
voted to continue their strikes.
Union leaders could now only
call for formal votes on the agree
ment they had worked out in two
long nights of bargaining. This
ballot could take several days to
complete. Rejection of the com
promise would presumably send
union and employer representa
tives back to the conference ta
ble.

President Charles de Gaulle met promise settlement proposal to the
with Pompidou and members of big Renault car factory at sub
the government to discuss work urban Boulogne-Blllancourt where
er hostility toward settling the 65,000 are employed.
strike. The ministers also gave for
Both men were hooted and
mal approval to a proposed law booed by the Renault workers as
for reforming France’s education they outlined the compromise
al and economic structures. It will package which provides:
probably be submitted to the na
• A general wage rise June 1
tion in a referendum June 16.
7 per cent and a follow-up hike
Information Minister Georges of
of
3 per cent Oct. 1. Any raises
Gorse told newsmen after the granted
since Jan. 1 would be de
meeting that De Gaulle himself ducted from
the 7 per cent in
will explain the law to the French crease.
people in a television broadcast
France’s
national
wage bill in
June 3 and the referendum cam
paign for and against the reform 1967, according to the Organiza
tion
for
Economic
Cooperation
for
law is to begin the following day.
De Gaulle has staked his political Economic Cooperation and De
future on it, promising to resign if velopment, was the franc equiva
it does not receive a massive yes lent of $37 billion.
A 10 per cent rise this year
vote.
Georges Seguy, CGT secretary- would amount to a crushing $3.7
general, and CGT President Benoit billion on the costs of French pro
Frachon personally took the com duction.

• A reduction of the work had approved the proposals for
week, now averaging 47 hours to ending the strike at the meeting.
40 hours without pay reduction to The Employers’ Federation an
be put into effect gradually ac nounced its approval earlier in the
cording to a yet-unannounced for day.
mula.
While Seguy and Frachon were
• An increase in the guaranteed explaining the proposals to the
minimum wage from 2.22 francs, jeering Renault workers, other
or 45 cents, an hour to three trade union delegates were dis
patched around the country to
Francs, 60 cents.
• Unions and employers agreed carry the word to strikebound fac
to study further a demand for tories, mines and public services.
After a long four-day weekend
lowering the retirement age from
65 to 60 years for men and from that started with the Ascension
Day holiday Thursday, the French
65 to 55 years for women.
• The unions were granted all capital appeared more active Mon
their demands for greater free day. Although gasoline is now lim
dom in establishing closed shops ited to priority users, thousands of
and other rights on the factory private cars lined Paris streets
floor.
and big traffic jams built up on the
Other worker demands were main arteries into the city. A light
postponed for later settlement. rain added to the difficulty in get
Gorse told newsmen the Cabinet ting around.

S en ate P asses C rim e B ill,
P a rts O p p o sed b y P res.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate has passed a crime-control
bill that would undo controversial
Supreme Court rulings that guar
antee criminal suspects greater
rights. The measure also would
grant police new wiretapping and
electronic “bugging” authority.
But while the Senate passed the
bill by a 72-4 vote, it was uncer
tain how much of it will become
law.
It still faces House consideration,
and contains provisions strongly
opposed by President Johnson and
Chairman Emanuel Celler, D-N.Y.,
of the influential House Judiciary
Committee. Already, there is spec
ulation Johnson would veto such a
measure.
The prime concern of Johnson,

THE DRIVE-IN WITH
THE
RAINBOW COLORS

Celler and other opponents in
volves the proposed controls on
Supreme Court. And some op
ponents say constitutional ques
tions are raised by sections au
thorizing police wiretapping and
electronic surveillance or “bug
ging” of suspects.
As passed by the Senate, the
bill’s chief provisions would:
• Establish a two-year program of
$400 million in federal grants to
improve the training and equip
ment of state and local police and
for research to develop new crime
fighting techniques. The grants
could help finance the war on or
ganized crime and control the
prevention of riots.
• Undo Supreme Court decisions
(Continued on page 12)
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Defender Project Enters New Era
By RON SCHLEYER
Montana Kaimin Managing Editor
The Montana Defender Project,
whose main objective over the
past two years has been to provide
assistance in the defense of indi
gent felons in Montana, is enter
ing a new era in its history.
The program depends heavily
on assistance from the University
of Montana law school and is cur
rently working with funds sup
plied by a Ford Foundation grant.
By the end of 1968, the Foundation
funds will be “phased out" and the
project will use money provided
by the federal court system, the
Indian Corsortum, the Department
of Justice and the University.
The MDP was initiated two
years after the National Defender
Project began in January, 1964.
The MDP was a direct result of the
U.S. Supreme Court’s 1963 Gideon
decision, which required courts to
appoint a defense lawyer in felony
cases involving any indigent who
desired one.
With the assistance of the Ford
Foundation, the MDP approved a
three-year, $50,000 grant to the
UM law school in February, 1966,
to “establish a broad program, us
ing law students to assist assigned
counsel in both the federal and
state courts and to assist Indians
and their tribal courts,” according
to William Crowley, UM professor
of law and director of the MDP.
After the Gideon decision, Mr.
Crowley said, judges, lawyers, and
representatives of American law
schools realized many problems
would arise to correct certain
transgressions of the law, because
the Gideon ruling was retroactive.
Mr. Crowley said many inmates
of the Montana State Prison at
Deer Lodge, when they learned of
the Gideon decision,” flooded the
state supreme court with hand
written petitions, asking review of
their convictions on the basis of

the ruling. Many of the petitioners
contended that their rights had
been violated because they had not
been advised that they had the
right to ask for a lawyer, he said.
To help the supreme court pro
cess these petitions and weed out
the legitimate requests from the
flood of petitions, the MDP furn
ished senior law students to help
study the requests, Mr. Crowley
said.
About the same time, problems
involving the administration of
law on Montana’s seven Indian
reservations were coming to a
head. Some of these resulted from
the declining participation of the
Federal government in policing the
32,000 Indians on the reservations,
but most of them were a result of
poor legal organization in the trib
al court system. As a result, Mr.
Crowley said, Montana Indians
lived in a legal “no-man’s land.”
Solving these problems became

a primary objective of the MDP.
Funds to improve the Indian court
system and to furnish “investiga
tive services” for the court-ap
pointed lawyers who defend in
digent Indians were approved.
Mr. Crowley said the two ob
jectives of the program, assistance
in petitions review and improv
ing the tribal court system, gradu
ally expanded to include a great
er participation in all phases of
prison and reservation work by
senior law students.
Mr. Crowley pointed out two
examples of this: the participation
of UM law students in the Fed
eral courts of Billings and Glas
gow, and assignment of law stu
dents to Indian reservations to
act as “ombudsman” while study
ing tribal law administration.
With the help of students placed
at the disposal of some defense
lawyers in Montana, “substantial

C rim e C o n tro l B ill P a s s e d
(Continued from page 11)
restricting the use of confessions
and police lineup identification in
federal crime trials. The sole test
of the admissability of a confession
would be whether it was given vol
untarily.
• Authorize wiretapping and elec
tronic eavesdropping by law en
forcement officers, acting under
court orders, in the investigation of
specified crimes. This would be
permitted by state and local police,
as well as federal officers, in states
that pass implimenting legislation.
• Prohibit interstate mail-order
sales of handguns and their overthe-counter sale to nonresidents of
a state and otherwise tighten
federal firearms controls.
The House last year passed the
“Safe Streets” part of the bill pro

viding for federal grants to
strengthen local law enforcement.
The Senate grafted on all the
other provisions.
Celler, in line to head the con
ference committee that will at
tempt to resolve differences in the
Senate and House versions, al
ready has said he would rather see
the bill ditched than accept the
section to undo Supreme Court de
cisions on the admissibility of con
fessions and lineup identificatons.
Some senators reported they ex
pect President Johnson to veto the
bill unless these provisions are
stricken. But Sen. John L. Mc
Clellan, D-Ark., who steered the
bill through the Senate, said he
was determined to keep them.
Passage of the bill followed
more than three weeks of debate.

information crucial to the defense”
of indigents has been obtained in
many cases, according to a MDP
progress report issued by MDP
administrators.
One student on the Crow In
dian reservation last summer was
able to study tribal court admin
istration thoroughly enough to
draft a completely new Indian trib
al code, which was accepted and
approved by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Mr. Crowley said.
Students assisting in the petition
review and information gathering
functions of the program are given
funds by the MDP to travel to the
courtroom and “listen in” on the
proceedings. Mr. Crowley said stu
dent travel funds are “a big item”
in the MDP budget.
Most student cases result in “ear
lier disposition” through guilty
pleas or dismissals, and thereby
save the court system time and
expense, Mr. Crowley said.
He said there is a great demand
for the help of law students be
cause they have more time to trav
el to the scene of the crime and
talk to witnesses than the lawyers
assigned to the case. In Billings
federal court, every court-ap
pointed lawyer is assigned a stu
dent to help in the investigation,
Mr. Crowley said.
With this type of student help,
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the MDP has obtained in two years
the release or reduction in sen
tence of five prisoners, and the
dismissal of charges for six oth
ers.
Mr. Crowley said UM law stu
dent participation in the project
has grown from about four stu
dents to an expected turnout for
the summer, 1968, program of
about 22 students. He said one
goal for MDP is to place one stu
dent on each of the seven reserva
tions during the coming summer.
The students would observe In
dian judicial administration, and
make recommendations that could
be discussed at the summer meet
ing of tribal judges sponsored by
UM.
All students participating in the
program take a course in legal aid
at UM as a prerequisite to sum
mer employment with MDP. The
students seem to achieve a “sur
prisingly close” relationship with
“the Indians,” Mr. Crowley said,
as past performance shows.” They
are paid wages from the program
funds.
He said the practical experience
in criminal law gained by the stu
dents has made interest in MDP
“enthusiastic.” Interest in crimi
nal law as a career, a considera
tion frequently ignored in the past
by law graduates, has also grown,
he said.
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